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Abstract. In this paper we investigate the N-stability notion in an abstract Banach space setting.
The main result is that thanks to this notion we have an alternative opportunity for verifying the
stability of the numerical solution for periodic initial-value reaction-diffusion problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many phenomena in nature such as physical, biological or chemical processes can
be described by mathematical models. In chemistry one of the most investigated
problems is the reaction-diffusion problem. Reaction-diffusion is a process in which
two or more chemicals diffuse over a surface and react with one another to produce
stable patterns. However (in general), the solution of such models cannot be given
in a closed form, therefore we construct numerical models in order to approximate
the exact solution. Generally, consistency in itself is not enough for convergence. To
guarantee this property we introduce the notion of stability.
The stability property is verified for periodic initial-value reaction-diffusion prob-
lems in case of globally Lispchitz continuous forcing function f in several works,
e.g. in Ascher [1] and Thomas [8]. Regarding the stability proof, these books use the
fact that we know the eigenvalues of the standard matrix replacement of the second
derivative operator with periodic boundary conditions. Further techniques are intro-
duced e.g., discrete time Fourier transform [8].
In the recent years we dealt with the investigation of the numerical solution of
nonlinear operator equations in an abstract (Banach space) setting. This work has
been summarized in [3, 4]. In this paper our primary aim is to describe the discretiz-
ated version of the above mentioned problem and verify the N-stability in an abstract
setting. Thanks to this method we can offer a different approach for verifying the
stability of nonlinear equations.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a short mathemat-
ical formulation of the general description of mathematical and numerical models.
Moreover, we define the basic numerical notions (convergence, consistency). In Sec-
tion 3 we introduce the notion of N-stability based on the work of Sans-Serna ([6,7]).
In Section 3.1 we describe the connection with the notion of linear stability. In Sec-
tion 3.2 we verify that the  -method is N-stable both with and without the forcing
term. In Section 4 we make some remarks and we draw conclusions.
2. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
We consider the problem
F.u/D 0; (2.1)
where F WD ! Y is a (nonlinear) operator, D X, X and Y are normed spaces.
In the theory of numerical analysis it is usually assumed that there exists a unique
solution, which will be denoted by Nu.
Definition 1. Problem (2.1) can be identified as a tripletP D .X;Y;F /. We will
refer to it as problemP .
Definition 2. The sequenceN D .Xn;Yn;Fn/n2N is called numerical method if
it generates a sequence of problems
Fn.un/D 0; nD 1;2; : : : ; (2.2)
where
 Xn;Yn are normed spaces,
 Dn Xn and Fn WDn! Yn .
If there exists a unique solution of (2.2), it will be denoted by Nun .
Remark 1. In the sequel we always assume the existence of Nu and Nun.
Definition 3. We say that the sequence D D .'n; n;˚n/n2N is a discretization
of problemP by numerical methodN , if
 the 'n-s (respectively  n-s) are restriction operators from X into Xn (re-
spectively from Y into Yn),
 ˚n W fF WD! Y jD Xg ! fFn WDn! Yn jDn Xng.
In the sense of Definitions 1, 2 and 3 we can illustrate the general scheme, shown in
Figure 1.
In our paper we always make the following assumption for the general discretization
D .
Assumption 1.
(a) The discretization D possesses the property  n.0/D 0.
(b) The discretization D generates the numerical method N with the property
dimXn D dimYn <1.
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FIGURE 1. The general scheme of numerical methods.
(c) Fn is continuous on some ball BR.'n. Nu//.
Remark 2. Obviously, when  n are linear operators, then Assumption 1 (a) is
automatically satisfied.
Definition 4. The element en D 'n. Nu/  Nun 2Xn is called global discretization
error.
Definition 5. The discretization D applied to the problemP is called convergent
if
limkenkXn D 0
holds.
Definition 6. The element ln.v/ D Fn.'n.v//  n.F.v// 2 Yn is called local
discretization error at the element v 2D . The local discretization error on the solu-
tion, i.e., ln. Nu/D Fn.'n. Nu//  n.F. Nu//D Fn.'n. Nu// is called local discretization
error.
Definition 7. The discretization D applied to problem P is called consistent on
the element v 2D if
 'n.v/ 2Dn holds from some index,
 for these elements the relation
limkln.v/kYn D 0
holds.
3. N-STABILITY AND ITS ADVANTAGES
In numerical analysis one of the most important task is to guarantee the conver-
gence of the sequence of the numerical solutions. Generally, consistency in itself is
not enough for convergence. To guarantee this property we introduce the notion of
stability.
According to Definition 4, the convergence yields that the global discretization
error en tends to zero. Having consistency, we have information about the local
discretization error, only. Intuitively, this means the following requirement. When
ln. Nu/ D Fn.'n. Nu// F. Nun/ is small, then en D '. Nu/  Nun should be small, too.
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Because Nu is unknown, therefore in first approach we require this property for any
pairs inDn, i.e., for all ´n; wn 2Dn we require the inequality
k´n wnkXn  S kFn.´n/ Fn.wn/kYn ; (3.1)
where the stability constant S is indepedent of the mesh-size parameter.
This idea leads to make the first attempt to define the nonlinear stability notion.
Definition 8. The discretization D is called N-stable on the problem P if there
exists a positive stability constant S , such that for each ´n;wn 2Dn, the estimation
(3.1) holds.
Furthermore we will refer to this notion as the naive stability (N-stability).
Theorem 1. We assume that
 there exists the solution of the problem (2.1)-(2.2),
 the discretization D is consistent and N-stable at Nu with constant S on prob-
lemP .
Then the discretization D is convergent on problemP .
Proof. Due to the N-stability, we have the relation
kenkXnDk'n. Nu/  NunkXnSkFn.'n. Nu// Fn. Nun/„ ƒ‚ …
D0
kYn
which leads to the estimation
kenkXn  S kFn.'n. Nu//kYn D S kln. Nu/kYn
and hence, for consistent methods this implies the convergence. 
Remark 3. Formally, this statement can be written as the “basic theory of numer-
ical analysis”:
Consistency + Stability) Convergence
3.1. Linear stability
For studying the nonlinear stability, it is expedient to present the linear case. In
this case the consistency and the stability together ensure the convergence. This result
is well known as the Lax (or sometimes Lax-Richtmyer-Kantorovich [5]) theorem.
From the formulation of the main theorem it turns out that these two, directly check-
able conditions (i.e., the consistency and stability) serve together the convergence.
Let
Ln.un/D 0; nD 1;2; : : : ; (3.2)
where Ln is a linear oparator and Ln WDn! Yn.
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Definition 9. The discretizationD is called stable on the problemP if there exists
positive stability constant S , such that for each vn 2Dn
kvnkXn  S kLn.vn/kYn (3.3)
holds.
The bound (3.3) implies three basic properties:
i, For any problems (3.2), the relation (3.3) shows that Ln.vn/D 0 implies that
vn D 0, i.e., Ln is injective and hence L 1n exists on the entire space Yn by
Assumption 1 (b). Therefore, the stability bound implies the existence and
uniqueness of solutions of (3.2).
ii, Due to the previous property i, using the estimate (3.3) we haveL 1n snXn  S ksnkYn
for arbitrary sn 2 Yn. Therefore the uniform norm estimationL 1n Lin.Yn;Xn/  S
holds.
iii, In view of (3.3), we obtain the “basic theory of numerical analysis”. In fact,
due to the linearity of Ln, by the choice en D 'n. Nu/  Nun, we have
k'n. Nu/  NunkXn  S kLn.'n. Nu// Ln. Nun/kYn
which leads to the estimation
kenkXn D k'n. Nu/  NunkXn  S kln. Nu/kYn
and for consistent methods, this implies the convergence.
Remark 4.
(a) Definition 9 is special case of Definition 8 with the choice Fn.un/DLn.un/,
(b) The reverse of property ii, is true. Namely, if the inverse of the linear operat-
ors Ln exist and they are uniformly bounded, then they are N-stable, too.
(c) In a straightforward way the above mentioned three basic properties can be
generalized for the nonhomogeneous linear equation Fn.un/  Ln.un/ 
bn D 0.
3.2. N-stability of the reaction-diffusion problem
We showed in the previous section that N-stability is equivalent to the regular sta-
bility notion in the linear case. In addition, this notion has an advantageous property
for nonlinear equations as well. Namely, it is useful from the application point of
view. In the rest of the paper our aim is to verify the N-stability of the reaction-
diffusion problem under certain conditions using the  -method.
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3.2.1. Reaction-diffusion problem without forcing term
Consider the following periodic initial-value reaction-diffusion problem:
@tu.t;x/D @xxu.t;x/; x 2 R; t 2 Œ0;T ; (3.4)
u.t;x/D u.t;xC1/; x 2 R; t 2 Œ0;T ; (3.5)
u.0;x/D u0.x/; x 2 R; (3.6)
where T 2 RC. The conditions (3.5)-(3.6) are periodic boundary conditions and
initial-value conditions, where u0 is a given one-periodic function. It is easy to see
that the continuous problem (3.4)-(3.6) can be rewritten in the form of (2.1). As we
have mentioned, we assume the existence of unique, sufficiently smooth solution of
the problem (3.4)-(3.6).
Remark 5. Since the solution is periodic, it is sufficient to determine the solution
in one period, only.
To create the discretization D on the above mentioned problem we define both the
spatial and time grids, as follows. The spatial grid points are
fxj D jh; where j D 1; : : : ;n; hD 1=n and n 2N; n 2g;
and the time levels are
ftk D kı; where k D 0; : : : ;K and ı D T=Kg:
Applying the  -method to this reaction-diffusion problem, for  2 Œ0;1, jD1; : : : ;n;
and kD0; : : : ;K 1; we gain
ukC1j  ukj
ı
  .1 /u
k
j 1 2ukj CukjC1
h2
  u
kC1
j 1  2ukC1j CukC1jC1
h2
D 0; (3.7)
where using the periodic boundary conditions it is obvious that uk0 D ukn; uk1 D
uknC1; u
kC1
0 D ukC1n and ukC11 D ukC1nC1. The initial-value condition can be writ-
ten as
u0j  u0.xj /D 0; j D 1; : : : ;n: (3.8)
In the next step is that we rewrite (3.7)-(3.8) in the form of (2.2). To this aim we define
the vector space of the grid functions Kn, defined on the grid points xj W 1 j  n.
If we consider ukj for the time level tk for each k, then the denoted vector is u
k 2Kn.
In Definition 3 we define 'n;  n as the grid restriction operators. Hence, (3.7)-(3.8)
can be written as
ukC1 uk
ı
  .1 /D2puk  D2pukC1 D 0; k D 0; : : : ;K 1; (3.9)
u0 'n.u0/D 0; (3.10)
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where u0 D .u0.x1/; : : : ;u0.xn// 2Kn and D2p denotes the standard discretization
matrix with periodic boundary conditions, i.e.,
D2p D
1
h2
0BBBBBBBB@
 2 1 0    0 0 1
1  2 1 0    0 0
0 1  2 1 0    0
:::
: : :
: : :
: : :
: : :
: : :
:::
0    0 1  2 1 0
0       0 1  2 1
1 0 0    0 1  2
1CCCCCCCCA
:
We choose in Definition 2: Xn D Yn DKn : : :Kn„ ƒ‚ …
KC1
, hence vn WD .v0; : : : ;vK/ 2
Xn. We introduce the following norms:
 inKn:
vk
Kn
D max
1jn jv
k.xj /j D
vk1,
 inXn: kvnkXn D max
0kK
vk
Kn
,
 in Yn: kvnkYn D
v0
Kn
C
KX
jD1
ı
vj
Kn
.
Let vn 2Xn any element and we denote by n D .0; : : : ;K/ 2 Yn its image. Then
the mapping Fn WXn!Yn can be written as Fn.vn/ D n. Particularly, for our
discretization (3.9)-(3.10) it yields the following:
vkC1 vk
ı
  .1 /D2pvk  D2pvkC1 D kC1; k D 0; : : : ;K 1;
v0 D 0:
The investigated method can be rewritten in the form
vkC1 DQ 11 Q2vkC ıQ 11 kC1; (3.11)
where Q1 D I   ıD2p and Q2 D I C .1  /ıD2p are the subtransition matrices
(which depend on h and ı). Introducing the notation r D ı=h2 we can write Q1 as
Q1 D
0BBBBBBBB@
1C2r  r 0    0 0  r
 r 1C2r  r 0    0 0
0  r 1C2r  r 0    0
:::
: : :
: : :
: : :
: : :
: : :
:::
0    0  r 1C2r  r 0
0       0  r 1C2r  r
 r 0 0    0  r 1C2r
1CCCCCCCCA
:
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Definition 10. An A 2 Rnn matrix is an M-matrix, if
 aij  0 for all i ¤ j ,
 there exists a vector g 2 Rn; g > 0 such that Ag > 0.
Theorem 2. Let A 2 Rnn be an M-matrix. ThenA 11  kgk1min
1in.Ag/i
: (3.12)
Proof. It can be found in [2]. 
Since r > 0 and  2 Œ0;1, thusQ1 is strictly diagonally dominant and .Q1/ij  0 for
all i ¤ j . Hence, Q1 is an M-matrix with g D .1; : : : ;1/T . Due to (3.12), we have
the estimate Q 11 1  kgk1min
1in.Q
 1
1 g/i
D 1
1C2rı rı rı D 1: (3.13)
The matrix Q2 can be written in the form
Q2 D
0BBBBBBBB@
a b 0    0 0 b
b a b 0    0 0
0 b a b 0    0
:::
: : :
: : :
: : :
: : :
: : :
:::
0    0 b a b 0
0       0 b a b
b 0 0    0 b a
1CCCCCCCCA
;
where aD 1 2r.1 / and b D r.1 /. It is easy to see that under the assumption
r  1
2.1 / we have
kQ2k1 D 1: (3.14)
Introducing the notation QDQ 11 Q2, the iteration (3.11) can be written as
vkC1 DQvkC ıQ 11 kC1:
Applying the above recursion and putting v0 D 0 for any k D 0;1; : : : ;K, we get
vk DQkv0C
kX
jD1
ıQj 1Q 11 kC1 j DQk0C ıQk 1Q 11 1C : : :C ıQ 11 k :
Hence, according to the introduced norms, we obtain the estimation
kvnkXn  max
0kK

max
1jk
n
jjQkjj1; jjQj 1Q 11 jj1
o
knkYn : (3.15)
Using the relations (3.13) and (3.14), we get that
jjQjj1DjjQ 11 Q2jj1jjQ 11 jj1jjQ2jj11;
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thus jjQkjj1 jjQjjk1 1 and similarly jjQj 1Q 11 jj1 jjQjjj 11 jjQ 11 jj1 1.
Hence, obviously we have
max
0kK

max
1jk
n
jjQkjj1; jjQj 1Q 11 jj1
o
D 1:
Since Fn.vn/D n, we can rewrite (3.15) as
kvnkXn  knkYn D kFn.vn/kYn : (3.16)
For any elements zn;wn2Xn we denote by %n and n their image, i.e., Fn.zn/D%n
and Fn.wn/Dn. This results in the relations
zkC1  zk
ı
  .1 /D2pzk  D2pzkC1 D %kC1; k D 0; : : : ;K 1; (3.17)
z0 'n.u0/D %0;
wkC1 wk
ı
  .1 /D2pwk  D2pwkC1 D kC1; k D 0; : : : ;K 1; (3.18)
w0 'n.u0/D 0:
Substracting (3.18) from (3.17), we gain
zkC1 wkC1 DQ.zk  wk/C ıQ 11 .%kC1  kC1/; k D 0; : : : ;K 1:
Using (3.16) by the notation vn D zn wn, we gain
kzn wnkXn  k%n  nkYn D kFn.zn/ Fn.wn/kYn :
It is easy to see that the above estimation is in the form of (3.1) with S D 1. Hence,
under the condition r  1
2.1 / the reaction-diffusion problem is N-stable. Hence,
the following statement is true.
Theorem 3. Under the condition r  1
2.1 / the  -method is convergent for the
periodic initial-value reaction-diffusion problem (3.4)-(3.6).
Proof. The  -method is consistent and N-stable for this problem. Hence, due to
Theorem 1, it is convergent, too. 
3.2.2. Reaction-diffusion problem with forcing term
Further we consider the following periodic initial-value reaction-diffusion prob-
lem:
@tu.t;x/D @xxu.t;x/Cf .u/; x 2 R; t 2 Œ0;T ; (3.19)
u.t;x/D u.t;xC1/; x 2 R; t 2 Œ0;T ; (3.20)
u.0;x/D u0.x/; x 2 R; (3.21)
where T 2 RC. In equation (3.19) we assume that f W R! R is a given globally
Lipschitz continuous function. The conditions (3.20)-(3.21) are periodic boundary
conditions and initial-value conditions, where u0 is a given one-periodic function. It
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is easy to see that the continuous problem (3.19)-(3.21) can be rewritten in the form
of (2.1). As we have mentioned, we assume the existence of unique, sufficiently
smooth solution of the problem (3.19)-(3.21).
Remark 6. Since the solution is periodic, it is sufficient to determine the solution
in one period, only.
Let us take the formerly introduced spatial and time grids and normes. We apply the
IMEX-method based on the previous train of thought. For any elements zn;wn2Xn
we denote by %n and n their image, i.e., Fn.zn/D%n and Fn.wn/D n. Then we
consider the following two problems:
zkC1  zk
ı
  .1 /D2pzk  D2pzkC1  f.zk/D %kC1;k D 0; : : : ;K 1; (3.22)
z0 'n.u0/D %0;
wkC1 wk
ı
  .1 /D2pwk  D2pwkC1  f.wk/D kC1;k D 0; : : : ;K 1; (3.23)
w0 'n.u0/D 0;
where f denotes the grid function defined on the grid points xj , i.e., Œf.zk/j D
'n.f .xj // for all j D1; : : : ;n. Substracting (3.23) from (3.22), for k D 0; : : : ;K 1;
we get
zkC1 wkC1 DQ 11 Q2.zk  wk/C ıQ 11 .f.zk/  f.wk//C ıQ 11 .%kC1  kC1/;
(3.24)
where Q1 and Q2 are the earlier defined subtransition matrices. Since f is a given
globally Lipschitz continuous function, this implies
kf.zk/  f.wk/kKn  Lkzk  wkkKn : (3.25)
Using the Lipschitz property (3.25) and applying the results (3.13) and (3.14) respect-
ively, we get
Q 11 Q211. Then recursion (3.24) shows that for k D 0; : : : ;K we
have the estimatezk  wk
Kn
 .1C ıL/
zk 1 wk 1
Kn
C ı
%k   k
Kn
: (3.26)
Applying recursion (3.26) and z0 w0 D %0  0, we get for k D 0; : : : ;Kzk  wk
Kn
 .1C ıL/k k%n  nkYn :
Using that ıKDT , we get the estimation
kzn wnkXn  .1C ıL/K k%n  nkYn  eLT kFn.zn/ Fn.wn/kYn :
It is easy to see that the above estimation is in the form of (3.1) with S D eLT . Hence,
under the assumptions made, the reaction-diffusion problem is N-stable.
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Theorem 4. Under the condition r  1
2.1 / , for the Lipschitzian forcing term f
the  -method is convergent for the periodic initial-value reaction-diffusion problem
(3.19)-(3.21).
Proof. The  -method is consistent and N-stable for this problem. Hence, due to
Theorem 1, it is convergent, too. 
Remark 7. Due to these results we automatically get
(a) both the explicit finite difference method (for D0) under the condition r 
0:5 and the IMEX-method (for D1) without any condition are N-stable,
(b) if the given forcing term is in the form of f .t;u/ and it is a Lipschitz con-
tinuous function with respect to its second variable by the constant L, then
we can similarly verify that the  -method is convergent for the investigated
problem.
4. SUMMARY
In this paper we investigated the reaction-diffusion problem under certain condi-
tions in an abstract setting. The base of our framework was the N-stablity notion. As
we have shown in Section 3, it is a useful notion regarding both theoretical results
and applications. We verified that the  -method is N-stable for the reaction-diffusion
problem both with and without the forcing term.
The main advantage of this notion is that we can offer another tool for verifying
the stability property for nonlinear equations. In the near future it is worth dealing
with the N-stability of different physical, biological or chemical processes.
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